
 
 

Supply Chain Planner 
Do you want to join a fast-growing e-commerce company? 

Do you want to help taking a Supply Chain function to the next level? 

Do you want to be part of a young international company with a great culture? 

 

APPLY NOW AND BECOME PART OF A GREAT TEAM! 
We are looking for a talented and ambitious Supply Chain Planner to contribute to the continuous 

development and growth of our brands DANISH ENDURANCE (endurance & outdoor gear) and DESEJR 

(supplements & nutrition).  

 

WHO ARE WE AT DANISH ENDURANCE & DESEJR?  

We are a young high-growth company within e-commerce, with a flat structure and a friendly, dynamic 

working environment. We are a truly international team consisting of app. 50 employees and app. 20 

different nationalities based in Copenhagen and Gramrode, near Horsens. 

With DANISH ENDURANCE, we focus on Danish design and sustainable manufacturing in Europe and Asia. 

We develop our products in cooperation with Olympic athletes and extreme outdoor adventurers.  

We are online only and are a major global Amazon player strongly supported by our website and other 

growing online channels. We have also just launched our new supplement and nutrition brand DESEJR, 

which we expect to grow significantly. 

We have a scalable and unique data driven business model, our ambitions are high, and we strongly believe 

that everything is possible. That is why we need you!  

 

WHAT CAN YOU EXPECT FROM THE JOB?  

As Supply Chain Planner, your overall goal is to ensure that our products are at the right place at the right 

time in the most efficient manner, and you will be directly responsible for core planning tasks such as order 

forecasting, replenishment, and stock optimization. You will also be involved in improving processes and 

systems to take the function to the next level. You will work closely together with the entire organization 

across commercial, warehouse, customer service and back office as well as external partners to ensure 

high product availability, which is a key prerequisite for the company to continue the fast-paced and 

profitable growth trajectory.  

We expect that you have a solid planning toolbox and supply knowledge, have an analytic and systematic 

approach, and can handle multiple tasks at the same time. You will report to the Head of Supply. 

Your main responsibilities will be to: 

 Ensure replenishment of internal and external stock locations for seamless sales activity. 

 Ensure orders are placed with suppliers with respect to lead times and demand. 

 Optimize inventory positions and provide input for timing of marketing and deal activities.  

 Support the improvement of core supply chain processes and systems.  

 Participate in various cross-functional initiatives involving supply chain. 

 

WHAT DO WE EXPECT FROM YOU?  

You are ambitious and want to be part of 

taking the supply chain function to the next 

level. You execute and take responsibility. You 

are a team player and comfortable dealing 

with internal and external stakeholders. You 

thrive in a dynamic environment where speed 

and unpredicted events are an integrated 

part of the business. 

QUALIFICATIONS:  

 Relevant bachelor’s or master’s degree  

 Prior relevant supply chain experience 

 Strong analytical skills and quality mindset 

 Hands on approach and can-do attitude 

 Strong Excel and English language skills   

 Experience with Microsoft Business Central 
(ERP) or similar is an advantage. 

 Passion for sports and outdoors is a bonus. 



 
 

 

 

ADDITIONAL FACTS:  

 

 

Please send your application letter and CV in one document to CFO, Søren Westh Lonning, 

SWL@waternlife.com. Feel free to contact Søren Westh Lonning if you have any questions. 

Read more about DANISH ENDURANCE at www.danishendurance.com  and DESEJR at www.desejr.com 

 

 

 

Location: Copenhagen 

Deadline: 
We will review applications on an ongoing basis, the sooner you apply, 

the better 

 

Start date: 

 

As soon as possible 


